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NEW YORK (RPRN) 05/04/11 — Forget the
lifestyle of the Rich & Famous...we are
creating a movement and lifestyle for the
Bold and Impressive!
Grand Life Daily (GLD) is a movement and lifestyle for the smart, savvy and sexy; we are redefining
the meaning of living grand. We inspire, motivate, entertain, impress and at times mesmerize! We are
dispelling the myth that you have to be filthy rich in order to live grand, living grand is for everyone!
We paint a vivid picture of a very different and distinctive reality. A reality of grand health, grand style,
and enough knowledge and power to set the stage for the legacy you are creating. You will be able to
touch, feel and enjoy the reality of truly living life grand each and every day! #JUICEBABY
What is JUICE? JUICE is an acronym we created, meaning Join Us In Creating Excitement! To be
juiced is to be excited, amazed, aroused, delighted, energized, teased, thrilled etc. You cannot keep
all the JUICE for yourself, come and pass it along to the rest of the Juicers!
Our magazine:
Living Grand - GLD’s lifestyle section. Living Grand includes articles on: culture, travel, etiquette,
financial freedom and much more. The latest feature is ‘Money To Blow’, each week we provide
super-exclusive items for those with an abundance of disposable income,
to enjoy and indulge; and for the rest of us to fantasize.
Get Your Mind Right - Is straight talk without the sugar. Real
life issues with real life answers and advice. This section will
motivate and inspire most and bring a reality check to others.
Sex & Relationships - Non-conventional sex advice and the
reality of relationships in the 21 st Century. Chopping down
myths and educating our readers on creating their own
“normal” in their relationships and bedrooms.

The Showcase - Features the art of up and coming and mainstream artists. Artists from all genres,
including: musicians, performing arts, conceptual arts, culinary and much more.
GRAND Style - From the runway, to the red carpet to everyday style! You never know who you will
see feature in GRAND Style. it could be the hottest celebrity or the hottest GLD reader - hey, it could
be you! The rich and famous are not the only with GRAND Style!
Check out www.GrandLIfeDaily.com! Sign up for the email list and receive our free newsletter, plus
exclusive updates including information about the JUICE Mixers coming to NYC and Charlotte, NC
this summer. Starting this fall, everyone who signs up for the email list will receive the new GLD Mini
Mag, exclusive to GLD email list subscribers.
J.U.I.C.E. BABY!
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